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have its “ symphony ” orchestra, just as it has its public

San Francisco, have orchestras which give concerts of

ciety, of men, in Brooklyn, has given a number of inter¬

library and its museum.
The Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Theodore
Thomas Orchestra, of Chicago, are justly entitled to
rank first of our American orchestras. The first re¬

high-class music from time to time, and which, with the

esting concerts this season.

advancing years, will no doubt be made permanent in
character.

Apollo Club are strong societies, the latter one of the

quisite for an orchestra of the highest rank is that it shall
lie a permanent body, the members of which receive

a great permanent
orchestra, but things

The metropolis has not yet succeeded in forming

au adequate salary, and are not obliged to depend upon

are working

outside engagements. Constant rehearsals result in
perfect ensemble, and the body of musicians achieves

direction.
Mr. Emil
Paur, former conductor

an esprit tie corps impossible in the case of an orchestra
pat together for a special occasion.

of the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra, seems

In the case of the Boston Symphony Orchestra this
was achieved through the generosity of Mr. Henry L.
Higginson, who became its financial sponsor; and in

destined to lead New

the case of the Chicago orchestra, through the subscrip¬
tions of wealthy citizens.

tral wilderness.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra is a magnificent
1**1 y of musicians, ninety in nnmber.
One concert

The Cecilia Society and the

finest male voice clubs in the United states.
Philadelphia has a strong choral organization in The

in that
,S | ....

AvK WClTY

to be the Moses who is
York out of the orches
A

symphony
orchestra,
organized by Mr. Paur,

has been giving a series
and one public rehearsal are given each week in the . of symphony concerts
Boston Music Hall, under the direction of Wilhelm
at various intervals,
Oeri'ke, the present conductor of the orchestra, a musi¬
and during a portion
cian of remarkable attainments.
The entire world is
of the season a series of
ransacked to obtain instrumentalists of the highest
skill, and the fact that the members of the orchestra
have no other engagements than to attend rehearsals and
concerts, and to practice their parts privately, brings
about practical perfection. The orchestra has given a
series of concerts for thirteen seasons in New York City,
and the series of eight concerts this season in Carnegie
Hall were largely attended. The orchestra gives a series
in Philadelphia, and occasional concerts in other large
cities.
The conductors of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
have been four in number, as follows, commencing in
1881 : Georg Henschel, three seasons ; Wilhelm Gericke,
five seasons ; Arthur Nikisch, four seasons ; Emil Paur
five seasons.

In 1898 Wilhelm Gericke again took the

baton, succeeding Emil Paur, who is now conductor of
the New York Symphony Orchestra.
The Boston Symphony orchestra is now in the
eighteenth year of its existence, having been founded
in the year 1881 by Mr. Henry L. Higginson.

The

Sunday night popular
concerts at Carnegie
Hall, in New York
City, which, while not
to be compared asyet to
the work of the Boston
or Chicago orchestra,
still holds out bright
promise for the future.
One of the most en¬
couraging features of
the orchestral situation
is the constantly in¬
creasing nnmber of performers in our best orchestras
who are of American birth and education.
As in England, where it has been the means of a won
erful dissemination of musical culture, the festival
idea ,s growing rapidly in this country, and the number
of cities which look forward to annual or biennial musical
festivals, consisting of choral and orchestral works of

Carneoib Music Hall.
Philadelphia Oratorio Society, Mr. Henry

Gordon

der, director. The Mendelssohn Club, of 1001 °1C6 ’ joeBt
the directorship of Mr. W. W. Gilchrist,
e
.guy
composer, does work of the most artistic k ini, e® ^ drg.
in unaccompanied compositions and the sma
matic cantatas.
-vise011
The interest in choral music in this conn

seems peculiarly appropriate.

Prom the days when I

of the representative American bloods, can do work as

The second day’s session will begin with departmental

used to hear her do the “ zEolian Murmurs” of Gott-

high in every particular as the very first of Europeans.

meetings of the teachers of the different branches of

echalk, at Woodward High School, in Cincinnati, to the

In the orchestral world America also has mounted

present time, she has been preeminent by the virtuoso
qualities of her performances. By this I do not mean

high.

that there has been anything meretricions in her play¬
ing, or any eondeecension to the demands of a crude
taste, for her repertoire has been coextensive with piano
literature, and there is a wonderful repose as well as
brilliancy in her playing.

She certainly ranks as far

away the greatest woman pianist of American birth, and
is only to be Darned in the same sentence with Teresa
Corrrno, who is a South American by birth, and with
fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, who was born in Austria,
although both of them are counted among American
pianists, their early training and reputatiou being Ameri
The work of lime, Itive-King is distinctively
and wholly that of a performer, and the quantity as
well os the quality of her public playing strikes one
domb with amazement.

It is stated on good authority

that she has played in nearly four thousand concerts,
and that of this vast number, five hundred were with
orchestra. It is also stated apon the same authority
that her actual repertoire has never been surpassed ex
eept by von BUlow and Rubinstein. These are samples
of what native Americans have come to in the fascinat¬
ing bat eminently useful realm of the piano, and the
nation need not hang its bead, for, with such to lead,
and scorer of others only less than these to follow, the
nation is of most honorable rank in the universe of
tone-art.
Mot alone the potency of the piano, hut its omnipres¬
ence, made it necessary to allot so ranch space to the
granddaughter of the harp ; bnt the organ—grandest of
instruments, the voice par excellence of religion—should
he named with equal honor.

The greatest obstacle in

the way of organ-culture is the expensiveness of the in¬
strument, and the consequent inaccessibility of the orgaD
for the practice-boar.

Another depressing influence is

the usually crude taste of the average religious congre¬
gation in matters pertaining to taste in the arts, and the
constant insistence of the mnsic committee npon things
for the vulgar taste, and the satisfaction of the society

musical instruction, in different rooms, each division by

We not only have in onr country four orchestras

itself, and conducted by a teacher of national reputation.

of world-wide fame,—and at least two of them not sur¬

These sessions will appeal to every professional musician,

passed anywhere, even in Europe,—but we have produced

for the exchange of ideas on teaching was considered the
“ raison d'etre ” of the Association by those who are re¬

players of the highest proficiency.

On the violin there

are many, but two may be mentioned as of preeminent
rank viz., a man, Max Bendix, and a woman, Maud
Powell.

sponsible for its existence. The latter part of the morn¬
ing session will be devoted to addresses and discussions

Mr. Bendix, the son of an orchestral musician, was

by men whose names are household words in the musical

born at Cleveland, but received his education under S. E

world. Adjournment at noon.
The afternoon concert will be of the same general

upon topics of general interest to all classes of musicians,

Jacobsohn at the College of Mnsic in Cincinnati, where
as a boy of fifteen he took- the honors of the class of

character as that of the previous day, beginning with an

1881.

organ recital, which will be followed by piano solos,

He afterward stndied with various masters

abroad, especially with Sanret.

Bendix was for years

eoncertmeister of the Thomas orchestra, and has done
a vast amount of solo-playing.
He has a wonderful
technic, a tone which unites power and refinement, and
a certain commanding aplomb which is regal.
Miss Powell was the daughter of a public school
teacher in Washington, and, like most American stu¬
dents, acquired her art both at home and abroad.

Her

style is the ne plus ultra of sweetness and grace, and
there are no stiff or difficult passages in her work.

As

a lovely romantic artist she has only one superior in the
world—Sarasate.
The latest to;acquire international reputation is Miss
Leonora Jackson, who won the Mendelssohn Scholarship
m Berlin in 1897. She studied with Joachim, and has
won golden opinions abroad.
vocalists wno might also be class*
as virtuosi, there are too many of them for onr space t
do them justice, even with a catalogue.
Snch artists as the darling of contraltos, famous at tb
lay-first festivals of Cincinnati, Cary-Raymond-wh
ever heard a lovelier voice? Then, among sopranos, jus
to mind De \ ere-Sapio, and Eames, and Nordica Thi
last-named songstress has scaled that most dangeron
and dazzling of eminences, the festival at

Bayrenth

I

e^DAT°l°f thC VerJ bighe8t m0ment that 8l>e wa

engaged for that angnst work.

And among noble ora

’uwoe, who is there greater than M. W. Whitney

vocal solos, and chamber music.

The pianist of the

afternoon will he Mr. Hans von Schiller, ol Chicago,
assisted by Messrs. Esserand Brnecker (violin and cello i,
also of Chicago, in the performance of a new trio or
piano and strings by Hngo Kaun, of Milwaukee.
The evening concert will consist of orchestral wor s,
the performance of a piano concerto by H. H. Moss, o
New York, with the composer himself at the pianoand the aria from F. G. Gleason’s ‘‘Montezuma.
On Friday morning the departmental sessions

will be

resumed, and the latter part of the morning will be ^ ^
voted to the annual business meeting, the election o
officers, and adoption or rejection of the new

constitntio ^

formulated and recommended by the special sessmn o
the delegate body held in New York daring the last
days. Adjournment at noon.
The afternoon concert will be of the samegenera ns ^
as those of the previous days, several composers pel
ing their own works.
The evening concert will present orchestul
Foote’s “Hiawatha,” by

the

. s.
’

Orpheus Club,

Herbert’s new ’cello concerto, in the

bands

of •' r-

Mattioli ; the prologue of Back’s “ Golden
^
an elegy for solo quartet and chorus, by A. Gorn" ,
the finale of Parker’s “ Hora Novissima,” by t ® w0f
hymnia of Cincinnati; the program closing in a
glory and patriotism with Kami’s overture,
Spangled Banner.”

^

positions, among which are two overtures entitled, re¬

ta'ent in many forms of musical art.

spectively, "Thalia ” and “ Melpomene
works of
strong and vigorons originality that have been played
by the orchestras of Boston and New York, and in

others who are doing the most for the advancement of

Eiropean cities, the. "Melpomene,” in fact, probably

with local teachers, with Clarence Eddy, and later at

meriting the distinction of having a greater number of

Stuttgart.

performances to its credit than any other American com¬

in San Francisco.

position. There are also three symphonies in which the
higher flight is well sustained, and which confirm Mr.

duced in 1882—“ The Defeat of Macbeth ’’—and the next

Chadwick’s claim to rank among the most powerful

was also produced in the same year as incidental music

minds in America engaged in the art of music.

Like so many

music in America, he is a young man, being but fortytwo years old.

He was born in Wisconsin and stud'ed

In 1880 he returned to America and settled
His first orchestral work was pro¬

year the overture was played by Thomas.

His

for a performance of the play.

chamber music numbers a pianoforte qnintet in E-flat
and three string quartets, in the last of which discerning

Mr. Kelley’s inclination

leads him frequently toward music of the “program
type, and in this he has been successful in especial

HkXBY Hoi.DKN Huss.

critics have been interested to find at least some traces
of the negro folk-song element so brilliantly and suc¬

The work

measure.

One of his most striking compositions of this

sort is his “Aladdin Suite ” for orchestra.

This shows,

cessfully employed by Antonin Dvorak during bis brief
American sojourn.

chamber music for strings in which he has not wo
Through it all appear

which he became familiar in h's residence in San Fran

H. W. Park kb.

devotion to the ideal of program music in its higher
subtler conception. It is shown most eloquently,

cisco, and the characteristics of which, as to scale^

baps, in the symphonic poem “ Hamlet and Ophe

effect.

Here melodies, in themselves beautiful and chara

found in his song ‘‘The Lady Picking Mulberries,

The line is continued by a pupil of Chadwick’s, Hora¬
tio William Parker, who has won honor for his music.
His abilities are substantially recognized in the Chair
of Music at Yale University, where he is following
out the lines laid down by Paine at Harvard. He is
but little more than thirty-six years old, and belongs
to the " Boston school » by right of birth in one of that
city's suburbs.

He was a pupil first of his mother, theD

of Chadwick and Emery, and finally studied at the
Munich Conservatory.

He has not been fruitful in the

number of his compositions, but they have an originality
and power that stamp him as one of the significant men

with preeminent success.

founded on a real Chinese theme, which became wide y
known.

jects them.

forte pieces and songs and has a number of orcbes r

In “ Launcelot and Elaine ” he has rea

similar results by similar procedure.

In orchestn

Mr. MacDowell is a master ; he commands all the
range of color of the most modern pallet, and us
with unerring skill to further the effects he is aii
for. In his orchestral suite, Op. 42, he has follows
master, Raff, in his love for the woods and fields ant
airy folk that inhabit them—as witness the titles o

guished originality, in which the melodious inspiration

™°vie»e“« “In/he HaUDted Forest’” "‘A Sun
d*1’
tSong of the Shepherds,” “ Forest Sprit
and the lately added movement depicting an ant

is lavish and the skill of the contrapuntal treatment of

scene.

notable strength.

the honor of a performance at one of next fall’s musical

Tar! ? ,!8 Dr,er°n8 9ma11 pi!,Doforte P^ea, whicl
largely devoted to illuminating the meaning ot ,

festivals in England-that of Worcester.

An earlier

verse prefixed. It is necessary only to instance the s

cantata, “The Dream KiDg and His Love,” shows the

mg originality and picturesquenees of those to Te
son s verse on “ The Eagle, ” and the several well kr

It has won enthusiastic approval, and

same rictA^s of melody, thoogh the composer had not
then quite freed himself from the influence of his master,
L’beioberger. To these choral works must be added

Another indication of the same tendency is

harmonic and instrumental treatment to which he

They are chiefly in the choral forms, the

of one of the medieval church hymns of quite distin

rhythm, and harmony, he has utilized with skill an

istic, are made to give delineation of moods throng!

most important being the “ Hots Novissima,” a setting

of the day.

too, his fondness for the music of the Chinese, with

His special fondness for such things is st

Mr. Kelley has also written numerous piano

and chamber music compositions not yet publis e^
He is the author of a comic opera, “ Puritauia,
has been produced with considerable success.
Kelley, during his San Francisco residence,

-^

which

has now exchanged for a residence in New York,

*

musical criticisms for a newspaper of that city, an<^
frequently contributed articles to tbe musical pres--.
Habry Rowe Siielley.
Harry Rowe Shelley, though a young man, he
born in New Haven in 1858,—has by his sincere am>
serious efforts attained an enviable position in Amer*c
art.

He is a product of American training, his *eaC: * j

having been Gustav J. Stoeckel, Dudley Buck,
Vogrich, and Anton Dvorak. Mr. Shelley’s acthitys*"

hues by Goethe and Heine and other poets that he

organist has naturally led him to the composition
anthems and other church-music pieces, many ol w ^

cessftd
ll‘nStrat«thn8' A mong his latest and most
f WOrkfl ln thla Te,n are the “ Woodland Sketc]

are highly valued and are often sung; his sentimen
songs, too, have found quick popularity and brong

was the conductor «r officio. The president himself was
merely a choir leader, a little more popular than his

daughters, Pauline and Malibran, abont 1825.

competitors.

The chorus of the society for the first five

influence of these opera seasons, which were alwajs

years consisted of about one hundred voices, and was
extremely indifferent in quality, about two thirds of all
the singers being sopranos, very few of whom could read

short, was mostly confined to the locality and did not

nude. The next part most numerously represented
was the laws, the alto next, and the tenor was often

stituted for the first time on a large scale in this country

wanting altogether.

1820, and the celebrated Garcia was here, with his

reach the country.

the work of mission and “ Passionate Press Agent.’
The newspapers from Boston to New Orleans ran over

established they secured a very good English musician
to act a* organist, Dr. O. K. Jackson. Dr. Jackson

with anecdotes and gush about the “ Swedish Nightin¬
gale.”

knew something abont music, although he was much
addicted to spiritons incitation. It is told of him that

1m. Lowkll Mason.

bidder being Ossian E. Dodge, a singer of comic songs,

LTZJ'T

who performed this act as an advertisement. Dodge was

””

■
hw"j
.™.i t.

afterward secretary of the Board of Trade of St. Pari)
Minn., in which position his talent as a press manipn
lator was of great advantage to the city. Theadsent

"nmber of good English glees.

As this particular work was not written in double
counterpoint, the organist declined, and, on being

anH ® B®!t^ Academy also established an or.

irrelert
^ T" * <’° ^ "°rk’ he
most
irreverent and unbecoming answer, to the effect that he
would see the society in a place where sacred mnsic is
not practiced, liefore he would do such a fool thing

For^

In 1822 a yonng man named I/)well Mason a native
of Medford, Massachusetts, came up from .Savannah

oT
whThT?^of
psaIrDOd7for
thpof the Han¬
Of which
he desired to secure
the sanction
del and Haydn Society.
The society delegated Dr
Jackson fo examine the work, which he did, and on
' recommendation, it was accepted and pubhe;l.tthe expemeeofthe society, under the name of
the
Handel and Haydn Society Collection.” A few
months later Lowell Maaon was invited to make his‘
home in Boston and take charge of the music in several

in Boston1
’

^thoveu symphonies ever
* 7 nDder the di”*«on of Mr

2 TT

of gaining a great deal of interest in music and m"sl
never heard.

The immediate influence in Boston occ*

sioned the erection of Boston Music Hall, which has sti

A

one year longer to stand just as it was built in 1851.

anD"rin T"1 °nthe ^cipa^WhTt^ '

cities of the country received a great impetus in I

wiitlerTe wtl

“ *

The orchestral activities of Boston and of the principa

Mason was" aT^emelyB
psalmody

^

°f

ever publiSd

°f child™’«

and

1850

by the appearance of a small but

extreme J

fine orchestra from Berlin, nearly all men who ha
come compromised in the revolutionary movements
that time.

prising twenty-four men, with four first violins,
leader was Carl Bergmann, who was afterward so dl9 ’

aame time he lectured widely before fo"
and meetings for clerevmc * ?,
teachera ms

Germania Society came to grief in about two years,

;”

improved the chorus verymneb, but after a few years
his musical ambition took a wider range. He rLog

w»s definitely «tnM- i. J

nixed the necessity of better early training for singem

remained at the head of tv

f°rgetting tlle w<

**«■*■>.
cbed a P°»nt where
Smce'

and musicians, and also the value and place of secnlar

of a younger and rath
«Hve part of Lowe,,

Rb TOted blm onti H
on 81,fe “ay be conside

o

It was the Germania Musical Society)

elementary teaching of Lusic^fMr1™^0^®*
*ian maxim of "the thb,r /°UowiDg the Pe

music as an instrnmeo

It was found, however, that the charter

of Jenny Lind, and all this talk about her, had the effect
cians all over the country, even where her voice "as

as I Z7 'T ^ Webb ™ active in this w

important chnrrhes and direct the Handel and Haydn
Society. He performed bis work with great success

mnsic in life.

In Boston the choice of seats for her concert*

was sold at auction, the highest seat bringing $625, the

on one occasion, when the chorus was practicing a Han¬
ho organist to play the piece inverted-that is the
tanor uppermost and the soprano in place of the tenor

In 1850, however, the great show¬

man, P. T. Barnnm, brought over Jenny Lind, aud in¬

Very soon after this society was

del composition, the president and conductor desired

The

guished as leader of the New York Philharmonic.
disbanded ***
at *»!•»
Baltimore.
Bnt it was called • toge
1
W»XAWX V(
*/“V
iRol'*
again, and played an entire season in Boston, m
^
’52, in the new Music Hall.

Here they gave bea"

programs, many of which were played to crowded °®
The programs took much the same range as those o
present day.
*
Another society active in Boston at that time

e

gthe
^

Mnsical Fund Society, a cooperative society ol ore ^ ^
artists which gave concerts by subscription, the pro

volume l (1881).

classification into these three modes of literary activity,
for some of the criticism on our Eastern daily papers
rise* to the level of literature.

But as the musical public began to

read, the authors have been at hand to supply them with
a varied and a valuable literature; and when we con¬

And it is manifestly

sider the short time in which this literature has arisen

impossible, in an article of the present limitations, to
make more than hasty mention of even the most promi¬
nent writers.

and the comparatively small number of contributors to
it, we may well say it is a literature astonishirg in its
scope and variety.*

American Authors.
Musical Magazines and Their Contributors.

I will first mention the more frequent contributors to
our musical literature, and for lack of n better plan
will mention them in alphabetical order.

It is probable that the critic antedated the author and
the magazine ; for there have been critics since the first

CtURLKS w. l.ANDON.

Naturally, Boston, having been for many years the

playing of the prehistoric flute.

literary and musical renter of the continent, furnishes
us with a number of the brightest literary lights. Wil¬

with a thorough treatment of the subject.

liam F. Apthorp, who beads our list, is a master of
style and diction, as shown in his series of essays en¬
titled *• Musicians and Music Lovers." He was co-editor

subject, and his recent books, “Music: Its Ideals i

with J. D. Champlin in the preparation of their “ Cyclo¬
pedia of Music and Musicians," a large and valuable
work in three volumes.
Louis C. Elson, of the same city, is an author whose
writings reach a large public. Of the six or seven books
Mr. Elson has published, his “Curiosities of Music,”
Theory of Music," and “Enropean Reminiscences"
are most widely read. His latest book, “Great Musi¬
cians and Their Works," is

a

series of biographic

sketches given in pleasant and entertaining style.
Elson's forte is the historic and critical field.

Mr

The late John C. Fillmore, recently of California,
was beet known by his frequent magazine articles and
by his theoretic writings.
His “ History of Piano¬
forte Music ” is quite readable and of practical value.
Henry T. Flock, of New York, has published works
on Chopin, Wagner, and Paderewski, besides varions
essays.

His “ Mi

in America ” is a valuable compilation of facts on t
Methods

and “ The Masters and Their Music ”

collections of the best of Mr. Mathews’ contribution,
■ Insic and other magazines. I think Mr. Math,
is now dean of the corps of active American musi
authors by reason of long service.
woTr£6 w?rl,“erZ WaS best known by his magaz
work but his
Musical Hints” had a large sale i
his Music and Culture,” a collection of essays ei
rtheTeld.8 PnrP°8e BDd 8Ch°larahip DOt — to",

His » Wbat is Good

Music?” ents out a new pathway, and his “8tory of
Music” and "How Music Developed,” as might be

the musical magazine.
The first musical periodicals in America that I tin
record of were the “Enterpiad,” issued in Boston in
1821,

and the “American Musical Journal,”

in 1834.

New

York,

During the half-century following this fird

ventnre some sixty musical journals had their rise, an ,
I 0

not know of more than two or three now issued that
their origin prior to 1875.
Perhaps no man did more for the early musical jour
nalism of America than John S. Dwight.

His

“Dwight’s Journal,” was started in Boston in
“

,0fyears the 8tandard text-book
Musua1 History
was that by Frederic Louis Riti
til, because of its heaviness of stvle it
by the more lucid workstf l l
8HCCee’
„
.
worKs of such writers as Mos,
t tathews and Henderson. Dr rihor i
ta 5EJ3
Pabli8hedtwo’worLoV^t
6
ana
Music in AmeriVn ” orwi „
volume of lectures.
He was
“d 3 8tr

Mr. Dwight was a scholarly writer, a man

Bbljmr,

convictions, conservative in tendency, and one ie
press of whose work made a lasting effect on the ”r
ing musical taste of the country.
.
A prominent contributor to this journal was •
ander W. Thayer, the Beethoven biographer.

A

1 ^

Mr. Thayer did much writing for periodicals,
cal and otherwise, his fame rests on his n>01,aa>
life of Beethoven. This he made his life-work, eT ^

OMflarity faTmak1 h''* diCti°“ ^

to it nearly fifty years.

Not finding a publiskw^

would issue it in English, it was translated into.T^ffle0f

Four interesting books have come from the pen of W
J. Henderson, also of New York.

But the

first criticism of any value came throogh the columns ol

it might be added, nearly all of them their tall.

His best thought is in his “ Wagner and His

Works." a valuable addition to the extensive Wagner
literature. Mr. Finck battles earnestly for Wagner and
in a style full of strength and earnestness.

And the first piano

recital doubtless had its front row of critics.

Mr. Tapper has issued a seriL ofl^
education of children and young
bis work a love for y„ntlK

T* **
•

h™&

and published in that language, to the lasting s a^or
the English and American publishers, f e a

*Mr. Gates, the writer of this article, has comp e , , >0f Grs*'
able books in his series—"Musical Mosaics,” “ Ane°
Musicians,” and “ In Praise of Music.”—Em

York, Boston, and Baltimore are large and increasing

and by bis inventions introduced the entire range of
tnrdcrn staccato effects, was fifty-three, and in the
zenith of his artistic activity.

centers of production ; the roil of American manufact¬
urers carrying some 180 names, of which half a dozen
represent definite artistic conceptions of tone-quality,

Thus every modern instrument (if we except the
American cabinet organ) was in existence when the
close of the Revolutionary War permitted America to

in proportion as the pianos which they turn ont are iden¬

address her thoughts to peace.

tified with their own personality.

while the remainder show more or less definite character

Nothing is truer of the

progress of invention than that the achievement of any

There are several manufacturers of harps in the United

ooe age or people represents the sum of what it is will¬

States.

ing to accept from among the multitude of possibilities
offered it by the activity of human thought. It is not
by accident that one country developed the violin,
anither the brass band ; the social needs and instincts
ot the conimanity created the demand, and by rewarding

Anton Skidl.
Ute 1>Irecto. Geruiun Opera Company, New York.

Lyon & Healy, of Chicago, have of late become large

Thus it followed

of neeeasity that the United States, which had beaten

in America -m that world where daughters w<

its swords into pruning hooks, which abjnred street
pageantry of all sorts, which, by denying the propriety
ot social amnsements, had narrowed and at the same
time concentrated all forms of pleasure within

the

bounds of the family circle, shonld have little use for
brass or for orchestral instruments of any sort. These de¬
pend for snpport ou street processions, centers of merry¬
making, and a habit of pleasnre-seeking outside the
limits of home. It was inevitable that Germany should
produce her Wieprecbt, whose entbusissm revolution¬
ized band music in her armies ; and France be the home
of Sil, whose inventions and improvements have carried the clnmay inheritance of the seventeenth century
brass band to its present highly artistic perfection The
key bugle came into use after the beginning of the
present centnry.
In 1838 Wieprecbt introduced
: partly at bis own expense) the newly invented instru¬
ments with valves.

irr rrand where American

bands thought no self-denial too great to proem
means of home adornment
•
P
fnr
■ 7
meut- America was the m
or high-priced instruments. The Babcock plat,
patented rn 1825; Babcock himself, with his cent.

wide!

the B0Ston «*<*>! of piano-ms

Boehm, who remodeled the Ante, introduced his system
of fingering, with corresponding improvements in Hie
contraction of the instrument, earlier—in 1834.

harps from Europe to supply a demand for cheap instinments of artistic quality.

When they .undertook to

manufacture for themselves, Erard was, of course, the
model.

At the very first step that instinct by which

America makes her own everything she touches came
out.

A series of patented improvements, especially

involving increased sound-board surface, greatly enlarged

export trade sprang up ; Germany bought the Healy
ary wurnliug-boarts and MnbVn
BUppIel
ing* v„ * T
Mathuehek’s reversed s

.Sid, t;. • „\r* °f th; i”h-b’i"'h »■«'

pateot-offlee and'turns „n I'"88 fnew invention t
dints of that hart fought
Th.T‘,h“

harps as models for the improvement of its own industry,
and foreign artists procured them for concert use.
The American church organ has pursued a similar
history. Beginning in a small way, the Centennial
position revealed an assemblage of instruments secon
to none in the world.
Hook & Hastings, Boo9eTVj
Odell, aud Johnson are names which are associa
with the gradual recreation of the American ebure
organ ; and each has brought its instrument to conform

His son, Adolphe

mighty patronage of Berlioz, received bis medal in 1841

lor 8

long time Lyon & Healy imported second-hand Erard

had remade the piano, found expression in the harp. Ad

ity with the nice requirements of the American

who completed the construction of the brass month piece
and brought the brass family to the modern standard in
purity of intonation and facility of execution, under the

The history of this establishment is

curiously like that of piano-making as a whole.

and dignified the tone ; the same American tone which

Sax, born in 1791, gained his first

medal for improvements in 1820.

Besides

GrUnwald, of New Orleans, and Bruno, of New York,
manufacturers.

Old
P
acoustics might be i
Old World, the genius of the art sat with folded

the supply, brought it to perfection.

This instrument owes its perpetuation to the

teaching of the ladies of the Sacred Heart.

When the Roosevelt Organ Works were closed, H*®

-a. r»,i CtLJ.“a“ d
Hotbsin f,„6„rt8

”f * r «f
>W.

that of Florence and R i.

tistic pride of the house forbade the continuance o
Jt

erman art> as Leoi

genius of Flemish painting*!!
to himsel
ontinthe annals of t„ K’
*?”* great names '
...

^ 8u^?sr°'making'chi
successor, Stem way, who coul.

name.

The Roosevelt organ ceased to be when the

Roosevelt ceased to manufacture it.
of artistic dignity !

^

A noble examp

But the many patents which rePj

resented its peculiar excellencies were eagerly 'K,n^
up by the trade ; the majority, perhaps, coming in
possession of Farrand and Votey.

0
*

The Grau Opera Company took in about $1,200,000,
of which about $500,000 was paid to the singers in
salaries and about $200,000 was profit for the manager
aud his “ hackers ” ; the rest went in expenses.
Tlie Ellis Opera Company’s total receipts were nearly
$500,000, ol which $200,000 was paid out in salaries
and about $.>0,000 was clear profit for the manager.
Almost $60,000 was cleared by M. Charles with his

Emu. Pack.

Director Philharmonic Orchestra, New York.

are in ure principally in the German saloons and beerg miens of our larger cities.
There are some automatic musical instruments, how
ever, which we have ceased to import front nl.road, and
there are others that we arc lieginning to export there.
We now possess the largest music-box factories in the
world (Kahnay ami Jersey City, N. J.), and, both as
regards completeness and ingenuity of construction, no
Enropenn Arm can equal our home products in this line.
An industry almost unknown abroad is the manufac¬
ture of automatic pianos and organs, electric and pneu¬
matic, which has found its highest development in the
marvelous inventions of the .Kalian Coinpanv, New
York.
The demand fur automatic instruments is constantly
growing, and it has been estimated that in 1898 tlie
American people spent nearly $2,000,000 on these pro¬
ductions, including organs and orchestrions.

French

opera troupe in New Orleans, and the Castle

•Square

Opera Company in New York cleared about

$170,000. The latter gave opera in English,
American artists.

with

Ihe many comic opera companies, such as Francis
Wilson's, De Wolf Hopper’s, Thomas Q. Seahrook's, and
others, have all known especially good seasons, and
have averaged about $75,000 profit each.
Managers stand in the same relation
dealers to manufacturers ;
man.

to artists as

There are about 270,000 musicians in this country,
employed in orchestras and bands, aud tlieir average in¬
come is about $25 weekly. Many of them are employed
as teachers besides.
We have nearly three hundred musical journals of all
kinds in this country—at least, so a newspaper directory
informs the writer, though he knows hut thirty or so.
Besides, hardly a daily paper of some dozen circulation
that is without its musical critic.
There are weekly and monthly musical journals, some
devoted to the trade, some to teachers, some to general
musical interests, some to organists, some to choirsingers, hands, violinists, etc.
The amount of busiuess done by the musical papers
of this country reaches very nearly the slim of $1,200,000.
(This figure is not based on their own reports.)
One can not state with any degree of accuracy wbat is

a manager is the middle

the average salary earned by the musical writer.
Some write on “space,” others receive a fixed sum,

We have had men in the managerial line who made

and many write for nothing, particularly in the smaller

aud

lost fortunes, like

Abbey, De Viro, Mapleson,

hut at present most of those en¬

towns.
The writers on the dailies in our large cities average

gaged in the business are irresponsible persons, who
act merely as the personal agents of the artists.

about $30 weekly salary', but most of them write lor

I’oud, and Grau ;

The tort lines ol' onr large orchestras in New York,
Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Kansas City’,
Cincinnati, San Irancisco, Bntlalo, and Indianapolis
have been varied, but they are nearly all on a paying
>asis.

About one million five hundred thousand dollars

is spent annually by the American people for orchestral
music.
This does not include the money made by brass bands

other papers besides the one on which they are em
ployed, and some have published very remuuerali'e
hooks.
The writers on the weekly papers generally receive
less, though some, whose duties are chiefly of an is 1
torial nature, earn as much as $40 to $60.
Much money is spent on musical clubs, which num

to obtain definite figures.
.
In conclusion, it might he as well to state that none )

Another important branch in which we have gradnally
forged ahead of every other country is the niusicpuhlishing business.

such as Sousa's, Herbert's, Innes’, and Fancineli's, which
reaches very nearly another $1,000,000.

It is not so long ago that Leipsic was considered to be

Nearly every town in the United States has its consen atory of music, and sonic have two and more.

but they are

1 he largest conservatories are in our great cities of
course, and these absorb much of the patronage that
should go to smaller institutions.

them.
The result is a comprehensive summary ol the fl°'

It is estimated tint at present .there are over three
thmsand conservatories in this country, which are at¬
tended by nearly sixty thousand pupils, who pay an
average of $50 for one season’s instruction.

aspect of “ Music in America ” which will serve to g1

the only place where music could Ire engraved and
printed properly, and the Iircitkopf & Hiirtel and the
Peters’ editions were .onsidered the best in the world
Me have changed all that, as the French sav, and to¬
day the leading American pnblishers have editions of
nbnost everything ever written that snrposs the best for¬
eign publications in finish and completeness, insides

r

over one hundred thousand members ; but it is impossi

the figures given above claim to he absolutely correc
as accurate ns extended iiupuiry, 1

respondence, and computation have been able to m

ishing “ Music Trades of America ” and of the finnnci^
those who can estimate results only by means ol fig1 ^
an opportunity to judge what an amount of cap'1-1
involved in the musical interests of onr country.

or a Russian temperament, seems able to give us any¬
thing really new in them. It is not reasonable to expect
that America will produce a musical Columbus, a Kip¬
ling, a Biicklin, whose works will have the stamp of a
removed and overpowering individuality.
I lay stress on the above general aspect of musical art
rather than, perhaps, on the much discnssed questions of
how far the American is really an esthetic nature ; how
far our race is brilliantly “commercial ” and practical
instead of given to dwelling in the dream kingdom of
esthetic absorption ; how far the American man or
woman is in music more interpretive than creative_
as compared with the men and women of other and older
civilixations.
But even in passing these peculiarly
national traits, and their relation to an art, we can at
least remind ourselves that we arestrongly Anglo-Saxon,
no matter what iufusion of Keltic, of Teutonic, or of
l.atin blood and temperament is mingled in our veins and
fillips and tingles in our nervous systems. Our national
future in music, as a creative process, therefore, hardly
can differ much from the aspect of Great Britain in
musical history. Fine susceptibilities for certain estab¬
lished forms of composition ; approved models imitated
with credit; mastery—in some cases high and even noble
—of the more formal embodiments of music ; excellent,
and even brilliant, interpreters of music—all this we re¬
call an true of England in music, from the days of Daven
ant's “The Siege of Rhodes” or the splendid contra¬
puntal pages of Purcell and Gibbons, along to this epoch
of Bennett, Stainer, Cellier, Sullivan, and Stanford. And
that is England’s all.

We are hybrid ; and the mixed

sap brings forth strange and fair florescence, it is true.
But, more than anything, we are British. So, onr musi¬
cal future, I can not but think, is mirrored in England’s
musical present
I believe that America is to attain-no, it has already
attained-a thoronghly dignified and appealing activity
in composition, a productiveness that has made our best
men and their best works respected in Europe—perhaps
even more than at borne. For Paine, Macdowell, Foote,
Kelley, Parker, Mrs. Beach, Damroscb, Kaon, and others,’
we need not make excuses.
But to be a recognized and

of preparation, as evidenced by the larger demand for
The subject calls for one or two definitions.

Tem¬

perament is a word that is coming into use of late in an
entirely unwarranted sense, and in this new sense it is
especially a favorite with music critics.

A writeroften

or more years ago would have said that a pianist put her
whole soul into her playing ; a present-day writer, with
the same idea to express, would be quite likely to say
that the player manifested an abundance of tempera¬
ment. Neither expression is even tolerably accurate, bnt
of the two, the latter is the more objectionable.
For temperament signifies the habit of the system in
carrying on the vital processes. It refers to the rela¬
tions existing between certain functions which are all
present and active in every person, hut which differ in
proportionate influence with different individuals.
-Sanguine and bilious persons, for example, both make
new blood and have active livers, but the sanguine
person’s liver is not so assertive in proportion to the
bipod making organs as is that of the bilious person •
and, since this fact has relation to certain traits and
appearances, we say that the person with the relativelv
less active liver is of sanguine temperament. He has
no more temperament than his bilious friend, but he
has « different temperament, and that fact will affect
his whole life, including his piano-playing
The American girl has no more temperament than
the German, or Eskimo, or Hottentot girl, bnt on the
average, she has better food, more air, and an inherit¬
ance of larger proportion of brain and

nerve than

of tT
gir'8 °f °ther laDd8’ and the result
of this temperamental difference in her favor is greater
vivacity, greaiej- quickness of perception, wider intep-

certificates and diplomas that are known to give evi¬
dence of work of high quality in music study of a pro
fessional nature.

This result has been brought about

in part by other causes than the one mentioned, but
there can be no doubt that the change in the fashion with
regard to music study has contributed to it.
Shiftless, indifferent work is of no advantage either
with regard to the thing done or to the doer of it. The
progress of music in America has been more hindered
than helped by cheap pianos (and cheaper organs), cheap
teachers, and the cheap drumming that has resulted
from the idea that every girl should “study music.”
The girl who can say (as many have said), “Why, I
studied piano all last year, and I did n’t do very much
at it; I guess I ’ll take singing this next term and see
how I like that,” will never have any but a bad influ¬
ence on public opinion of the value of music as a means
of culture and of the worth of real art works in tones.
Let us as artists be duly thankful that out-door sports
and in door frivolities can draw away from the keyboard
those who were attracted to it solely by vanity, fashion,
and ennui.
But the American girl is temperamentally quick-witted
and vivacious.

She has found many things to interest

and occupy her mind, and she has learned, on the one
hand, that mere practicing is not study, and, on the
other, that music is worth studying.

While it is en¬

tirely true that the best study of music must involve
practical work in technic of some sort, it is also true
that practice is not study, and may go on for years with¬
out any association with study.

But practice of that

kind is a great waste of time, and the American girl
rLult!T

Vanety)’ aDd “0re read7 attainment of

But we need also a definition of music study

The

term to many means study of some instrument (usually
Piano or violin) or of singing-vocalization. The dis¬
tinction between this sort of study and the real studv
of music-of the composer’s conception of beauty or
artistic expression through tones-is exceedingly pLinent to the subject before us.
P
There is reason to believe that the fashion is changing

knows it.

She is learning, also, if she does not already

know, that the meaning of music, the aim and worth of
the composer’s work, the history of the development of
art, and many other topics of the highest interest in con¬
nection with music and of the greatest value as means of
culture, can be studied in clubs, lectures, and concerts,
or even by the aid of mechanical musical instruments,
without spending time in practice. And this knowledge,
working itself out as it seems to be doing, is bound to
disseminate an appreciation and love of really good

It is from the lessons of the past that we gain that

alive to their opportunities, and the recent Exposition
Philadelphia is not so admirably equipped either

broad experience, technical equipment, and conrage of
heart to labor on stnrdily and unceasingly to make past
successes seem hut the faint foreshadowing of the

in number of teachers of high rank, like Boston, or in

States.

opportunities of hearing the best, such as New York

San Francisco naturally being in the lead, but the other

brilliant victories of the future.
A careful reading of the special articles in this number

affords, yet work of the highest quality is being done
in that city in a quiet way.

cities, Portland, Seattle, and Tacoma are not to he left

will give to the ambitious student and teacher the neces¬

The city ha9 a nnmber of good conservatories in which

the establishment of a strong conservatory of music in

Orchestrally, the

at Omaha showed the interest of the farther Western
On the Pacific coast good work is being done,

far behind.

At the present time there is agitation for

sary incentive to that patient toil, that unremitting in¬

most successful work is being done.

dustry, which are sure guarantees of success ; the humble
worker, reading of great results accomplished, not alone
by the few great ones, bnt by the assistance of the steady,

outlook is very bright. The pa9t two seasons symphony

unflagging zeal of thousands of the lowly and unknown,
will gain conrage for work in his modest field. The

Gordon Thunder, the latter also being conductor of the

has a permanent company.

Oratorio Society.

There are a nnmber of smaller choral

have a number of small schools in whose curriculum

general public, learning of the achievements of nativeb jrn American men and women in an art which many
say can not flourish and expand in the atmosphere of
“American commercialism,” will he better disposed to

organizations, mixed voices, and clnbs of male and

music has a prominent place. Baltimore has an admir¬
able school in the conservatory, under the directorship

concerts have been given weekly by orchestras under
the direction of Mr. Wm. Stoll, Jr., and Mr. Henry

female voices alone, as well as a number of strong

Tacoma.

Opera has always flourished in New Orleans, which

The South and Southwest

German societies. At the University of Pennsylvania
a large number of students are under the care of Dr. H.

of Mr. Harold Randolph, connected with the Peabody

valne the work of the musicians of the community.

A. Clarke, who, although a Canadian by birth, has

symphony orchestra for a number of years.

The “ hard-headed man of affairs,” the type of the
present-day American, will be able to appreciate the

spent the greater part of his life in Philadelphia.

figures which show what an immense industry the music
business is, as a whole.
It can not he denied that the American nation is com¬
pelled by the stupendous industrial demands of this
day to devote itself with concentrated energy to com¬

Among the men of foreign birth, prominent names are :
Constantin von Sternberg, with a wide reputation as

Institute.

The conservatory has had a very capable

We can not close without acknowledging onr in¬
debtedness to the English organist, who has brought to

artist and teacher; Manrits Leefson, a brilliant pianist

us the pure organ style of playing, the traditions of

and successful teacher ; Gostav Hille and Martinns van

ecclesiastical mnsic, and admirable discipline of the

Gelder, both fine violinists, teachers, and composers ;

Cathedral schools.

Richard Zeckwer, who has a reputation as an acousti¬
cian in addition to his standing as a musician. A

cities of the country there can be found fine organists—
men and women who have profited by the instruction 0

have hot added to onr obligations. Bnt let ns hope
that, alongside of this growth, there may be a steady

notable figure in the organ world is David D. Wood,

the best teachers in England, Germany, and France.

and splendid advance in artistic cnltnre—an advance
which shall place ns in the front ranks of the nations of
the earth.

Manuscript Mnsic Society have given stimulus to com¬
position.

Thk limited space at onr disposal made it necessary to

Ad. M. Foerster, Mr. Joseph Gittings, Mr. Charles

mercial development, and the events of the past year

the blind organist.

The concerts of the Philadelphia

I ittsburg has a number of capable mnsicians, Mr.

limit onr stndy of American musical conditions to the

Davis Carter, being well known to many outside the

work of native-born men and women ; even then certain
subjects receiving but slight consideration, others, per¬

city. Pittsburg has a strong Musical Art Society, which

haps equally worthy, being omitted.

The past ten

has made considerable effort to promote masical interests
in the city.

were it possible for one to investigate the work of the
leading teachers in these localities, he would be amazed
to find the high quality of the teaching.

These are the

As a result, organ recitals of special interest may be
heard in all sections of the country, forming a splendi
educational influence.

We feel that we can most truthfully say that no one
has justification for assuming a pessimistic attitude,
is easy to scold and to say that things ought to be >
ferent, that they are “so different in Europe.” that we
have no “ musical atmosphere,” hut it is only by nn
tiring energy that we can profit by fair, honest crib

years have witnessed a great advance in the training and
capacity of the teachers in the smaller cities, and to-dny,

At the present time in all the larger

••

Cleveland, O., has a considerable musical colony,
of which Mr. Wilson G. Smith is perhaps the best

known.
Rogers.

Others are Mr. Johann Beck and Mr. J. H.

cism. On the other side, we deprecate optimism.
e
have accomplished much, bnt we may not rest on on
laurels.

What remains for ns to do, what we m*y

accomplish, the future alone will reveal.
make that future a bright one.

It is f°r ns
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concealment, like a worm i’ the bud, feed on the damask
cheek.” Or, if they are of the base sort, they take it ont

widely discussed. American composers secure attention,
music ?

The answer must wait the evolution of civili¬

zation.

The progress of lawn tennis, golf, and deep

in talk. The wild expression of nnbridled rage and vio¬
lent passion, for which men foririve themselves so readily,

breathing has carried women a long way toward the full

is conceded on all sides to be unmaidenly ih th« extreme.
It follows that as a sex women will give voice to sad¬

confinement of modern female education gives way to
more rational methods of study, the question will have

ness, tenderness, end sympathy in music, while men
will give way to transports of violence in all forms of
passion. Now, transport of violence is the secret of bravnra ; and that accounts for the fact that women are
seldom bravura players. Moreover, patience in suffer¬
ing is so universally the lesson of life to women in gen¬
eral that the bright, unclouded ecstasy of joy which men
reach in musical expression is hardly possible to them.
The greatest interpreting that women do is in the region
of consummate sadness. At present, therefore, their
range of emotion is limited not by sex, bnt by training.
Women with temperaments like that of Carreno or Essipof have no limit to the expression of the pas«ions.
Now for the physiology of it.

Whoever has taught

boys and girls has been made aware of the great differ¬
ence in the appetite for sweet sounds in the two sexes.
Likewise any one who has purveyed for the table of
men and women has come in contact with the same
peculiarity of the senses in its grosser form. The hold
which tbe pleasnres of eating have on the imagination
of the majority of women is comparatively slight; bnt
a systematically poor seasoner has lost one of the most
potent influences that attach
hearth.

men to her domestic

There has even been set on foot an effort to

prove that the senses of women are constitutionally
less acute than those of men. In the present condition
of civilization there is room for a bln-h of probability
in the surmise, the fact being that vitality and conse¬
quent acuteness of the senses is the result of high

health that is their birthright.

When the compulsory

settled itself as to those qualities which have long been
known as the

“purely musical.”

The success of

American singers, women brought by the exercise of
their art to robust health and high vitality, promises a
favorable answer.
mg, and as the practice of a profession is rarely un
taken by women without family responsibilities,
have been forced, by pressure of necessity, to begin ’
the drudgery of primary instruction.

The eager

with which they have developed this humble branc
the profession-have introduced kindergarten princi
-and brought it abreast of the best methods of life
instruction has made it quite their own ; so much t
own that the *1 nobler sex » has begun to see a peer
fitness

in

the arrangement.

But in truth the <

fitness of women for giving primary music lessor

In order to propagate originality of thought and inde¬
pendence of opinion, it is necessary, first, to cultivate
the brain machinery by leading it in safe grooves.

For

this reason it can not fail to be of benefit to all parties
concerned that evenings, afternoons, and mornings are
spent with the works of Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner,
etc.

Of American composers we find MacDowell, and

women composers are mainly represented by Channnade, and incidentally by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach.
why such a preponderance of the ancients?
much Mozart and Schubert ?

But

Why so

All honor to their great

names ; but are they not sufficiently established?
they not recognized and understood at this day ?

Are
M by

not utilize a number of these meetings for analysis aod
discussion of the works of Horatio W. Parker and Bruno
Oscar Klein, of Adele Lewing and Margaret Rutbven
Lang, of Tschaikowsky, Rheinberger, Brahms, Grieg,
Godard, etc. ? Further still, why not try to “ discover
some new genius?

Nothing educates the musical mind

Tact, gentler

firmness, and insight are not musical; they are nro
ties of motherhood.
1

oneanother. Five years of arduous theoretic studies have

not in their musical endowment.

The day of weak and incoherent teaching is ove
America, irrespective of sex.

Here and there wo

have already obtained snccess and reputation eqna
exceeding that of their male rivals in the same fi
Where one woman has done this she has opened the ,
for all. The prizes of mnsic teaching are at least wii
the reach of women, throughout the interior.

Abi

and high character are already sure of their reward
woml-TT rtU1 aU t0° 8l0w' To accelerate it
woman s club offers the most effective impetus.
C

education of gir's is a devitalizing process from begin¬
ning to end. Not one girl in a hundred consumes more

bmed for the furtherance of the various aims of mm
culture, women may hope to receive the most po

that she hears jnst one-third as aentely as her robust

So far the clubs are doing remarkably well, and are
educating the community for still more efficient work.

to a greater extent than the perusal of promiscuous
music—good, bad, and indifferent closely following npon

bodily condition, and especially to the presence of oxy¬
gen in the blood in 'arge quantities. Now, the present

than a third the oxygen which she requires for full de¬
velopment of her senses and energies. The result is

and the woman composer also receives a share.

stimulus and the most healthy growth during the r
decad
As to their ultimate possession of the fieli
teaching, that is assured in the nature of things
meek shall inherit the earth.

not taught me as much in judgment and insight as one
year in analysis of a motley congregation of musical
works.
Still, I have no fault to find with these women s
musical clubs.

They are accomplishing great things,

and in order for our nation to become a musical power,
we must lay a solid foundation ; and what foundation
can be more substantial than a thorough conception
of the thoughts of the world’s greatest masters ? hrom
an educational point of view, these clubs are achieving
remarkable and lasting good ; but there is another point
which I can not profess to unqualifiedly favor

viz., the

financial point. These clubs are doing absolutely noi
ing for the support of America's professional musicians,
or, if anything at all, very little.
In all phases of the growth of a nation the native
and naturalized

professional is the builder oi tb.

smooth.

High purposes may be greatly influenced, but,

this means he will extend his field of usefulness farther

if the mind in in tune with its opportunities, the change
will be for the better. Glimpses into the hearts and

into the future, and enlarge his scope ; self-controlled,
the more readily has he the controlling hand in other

lives of those whose ideals even can for the tijne be con¬
trolled soften and subdue the nature that is at all

directions, and will be capable of a much greater earn¬

alive to its fateful responsibility.
otherwise?

How could it be

Then, too, the studio affords such a mosaic

of contrasts, such a constant demand for tact and diplo¬
macy 1 Let the teacher begin his duties at ten in the
morning; his first student is a sensitive -girl ; for half

ing capacity.

will achieve a higher average of results in his profession,
which should be his highest incentive.

Teachers have

no more interesting study than the effect of their work
upon them also.

the service of the church.

The extreme view is that

music is so uplifting that it is essentially a saving
power ; the truth is that the higher one ascends both in
art and religion, the more closely are they seen to be
identified.
12. Don’t forget that God’s most gracious gift to 119
is the power to lift up and give pleasure to others.

The

singer whose soul is in touch with the infinite, hot
whose heart is near to the children of men, has tune

no hour he employs his faculties to encourage,
strengthen, build up a faltering tone, and a still more

his voice.

CHATS WITH STUDENTS.

He may sing of love, of joy, of sorrow, u

he sings truth. We give much time and thong
training our voices ; let us also see to it that we tuneonr

VI.

faltering faith; 10.30 he finds himself confronted with
Mr. Profundo Basso, whose pipe* extend to the floor,
as merry, hearty, and gruff as the maid before him was

to recall a few topics that are important, with the idei

dainty and shy ; in another half-hour, by the time the

that, if grouped under one head, they may be conveni

teacher’s ears are tuned and filled with the lusty tones

ently referred to.

of the bass, a sweet, apologetic tenor appears, and the
teacher must again convert his thoughts into a new

value of suggestion is emphasized by its being found ii

evidences of progress.

company with other valuable suggestions.

channel, curb his enthusiasm, mold himself into a
shape and condition that shall not seem obtrusive and

therefore, will consist of a dozen “ do n’t forgets, ” whicl
are as follows:

ing to-day with a condition that existed a mon
we are studying history. It is the most rations gn

abrupt to his sweet-voiced aspirant for fame—and thus

1. Don’t forget the breathing exercises before yoi

it goes nntil the day is ended, every lesson period bring¬
ing new conditions. What nature can withstand years
of this necessity for adaptability, and not find it neces¬

dress in the morning and after you disrobe at night

sary to take a firm hold upon itself if it wonld retain
9

More important than all, however, he

gifts to no higher or better use than to employ them in

any personality strictly its own ? Indeed, the supreme
test of ability in this field is not consummated when the
pupils have only acquired tone and interpretation.

The

character and ideals of the teacher which dominate the
atmosphere of his studio have much to do with the dig¬
nity and character of many singers and many future
studios.
The next thing to be considered is the voice of the
teacher.

It is here that we find the greatest difference

among professionals.

Many teachers sing constantly,

illustrating and supporting the pupil throughout the
day ; others do not sing at all.

8ome greatly sustain

their pupils by an elaborate accompaniment; others use
the instrument only to coldly suggest the work to be
done.

A teacher wbosings mnst exercise great care, or his

voice will soon become a thing of the past. He can pro¬
tect himself by observing these simple rules : (I) Never

In this, my final chat with students, I am goinj

It is also true, perhaps, that th<
My group

voices.

BUREAU OF HISTORY.
The

revelations of history afford the only satisfactory
If we compare a condition ex

we have, whether in pursuit of art, wealth, or
wise scholars consult precedent, and then act.
e
better able to discriminate between that whit 's

^

They may he simple in the extreme and need occup;
but five minutes each morning and evening, hut thei

tical and that which is visionary.

influence upon your health and upon the health o
your vocal tone will be immeasurable.

safely and well that the superstructure sba

a

history.
History has but one mouth piece

jf facts or

2. Do n’t forget to drink a pint of not too cold wate

In short,

,
boo s.

half an hour before each meal; your tendency to a dr

deeds have not found their chronicling

throat while singing must then disappear.
nature’s most grateful and vigorous tonic.

covers of a book, it is usually true that t
been of sufficient importance to attract the a

It is als

3. Don’t forget that while one of the indispensable

18

the only foundation upon which one can hope o

e W. venot
jon 0f
^ ^

of a musician’s life is exercise, it should be taken wit

the historian, and the action or the actor c
meaBg
identified with posterity, since books are t e o ^oweveri

a perfect understanding of its influence upon one’

of identification.

strength.

that because facts do not appear upon the

The work required by the teacher of physic*

It does not always to 7’ ^ page,

culture would make serious inroads upon that mof

they are not worthy a place there.

precious of a singer’s treasures—vitality ; the resource
of which can be depended upon only when they are d<

scribes catalogue important events, it is

veloped by the special use to which it is to be put-viz
singing.

taken up and pursued with difficulty tha

L Don’t forget that six weeks of steady vocal pra,
tme followed by one week of absolute vocal silence ca
be had seven times a year, with three additional weel

at the time of their occurrence.

Is^yeis an(J

Whi e 0

jj,»t
thread*

there are, in every generation and pro ®881° ’ ^ yjt»l
facts, which seemed so insignificant that e
ing them, even the facts themselves, escape
It is t 18

question which interests ns at this time.

^ concernattention
^ the
jn the

,

delight, profit, and development in the mnsic life for
the thousands of beautifal English speaking voices all
abont us, the thousands of zealous and talented stu¬
dents of instruments, the numberless amateurs, who
love music for its own sake alone.
The possibilities of church music in America are
nneqaaled in the world ; chorus singing is almost ele¬
mental with Americans, and the orcheetra is the yet
nutried realm to which the American youth looks with
yearning spirit, waiting only to be called. If wo need
it, the opera will soon come, for the spirit of to-day
conquers all desirable things. But, whatever we do, let
ns do it like Americans—bravely, confidently, with onr
whole might, with onrselves, our own material, our own
language, to our own peop'e.
Let os throw aside all obscuring processes, all shady
traditions, all foreign idiom, all pretenses, and, taking
this lovely voice of the spirit close to heart, lay it bare,
warm, throbbing, in plain, comprehensible form, before
the unawakened American mind ; teach that it is onrs
right here at home ; that it fits ns, fits our language, fits
onr musical instrument, finds happy abode in onr sonls
just as surely, just as delightfully as if we were of
European birth.
The abiding-place of music is no man’s native land •
music is a welcome guest in every breast, and comes
gladly with its sad, sweet, or joyous message to every
willing heart. Its home is not here; it is a messenger,
voicing the spirit of eternal things here and beyond’
whence it comes ! Let ns, then, believe that this voice
speaks to ns with all other men.
Few American singers, male or female, are willing to
work patiently. They think that in a year or two from
the time they begin they should be “finished ” singers.
They like to display what is naturally good in the voice.
They count the time lost that is spent in bringing ont
and developing that which is weak. They itch for pub¬
lic applause, and, gaining it easily by certain means,
they think that they have touched the goal; whereas
they are worse off than those who know, to their sorrow
that they are only at the very beginning.—Phi lip Hale
in “ ilunical Record."

attracts the attention, to the exclusion of the better
things which we can not appreciate because we do not
take the trouble to find out what is good and why it is
so.
,

-
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when native American composers have been doing s
much work or of such high rank. And we must no
lose sight of the fact that there must be a demand fo
good work, or it will not be produced in great quantity
Hence, it is a sign of greatest encouragement to se
how the publishers of the land are presenting a continu
ous stream of new music of considerable excellence, am
much of lasting merit. It is not the spray on the beau
that shows the ocean’s power nearly so mnch as th
slow, quietly moving tide. And so let us hope that i
is not the frothy, effervescent nothings, which we hea
and deplore, that represent the trend of music i:
America, but the works of sterling worth produced b
our younger men and women. It speaks well for th
future of musical art in America that MacDowell, Chad
wick, Shelley, I oote, and a host of others justas worth
ol mention, are still in their prime, some indeed jus
beginning the really serious work of their lives. Thei
works are rapidly gaining a hearing, and frequently i:
the same circles where the objectionable “ music ” ha
heretofore reigned undisputed. And a hearing is al
that is necessary. With people as intelligent as th
average American, all that is needed is a systemati
presentation of the better thing, and its adoption i
sure.
So let us be of good courage ; our publishers want t
spread the sale of good music—it pays them. Our com
posers are writing it ; compare them as a body wit
those of any other land, and then be glad you are a
n«TK7' fi
’ m°8t important of aU. our People ai
never satisfied for any length of time with an inferic
article. Even our commercialism is sometimes a goo
thing when manifested in this direction
Ut us wait hopefully for the break of day ; it is a
ready dawn.
J ’

'-“‘c ui uiemseives.

sional opera-singers.
In order to get experience a girl is told to go in the
chorus. Many will not, and as many more would not be
allowed by parents or guardians ; and others say, with
truth, that in the average chorus they do not get the
training they should have to fit them for the better
parts, and what they do get is a matter of slow acqui¬
sition. If we had a school for opera in which pupils not
only received singing lessons, but could get actual experi¬
ence in stage drill and discipline, there is no doubt that
American dramatic singers would, in the course ol time,
stand on a par with those of any other nation, and the
number of stars of the first magnitude would not be
small either.
The public is being appealed to in behalf of orchestra
enterprises, choral organizations, festival associations,
string quartets ; let the singers assert their rights an
demand equal opportunities for their branch of the ait,
the establishment of permanent opera, and a school o
the vocal and dramatic art.
NORDICA’S ADVICE TO YOUNG SINGERS.
“A gibl who is laying the foundation ol a ronstfal
career should not allow herself to think of her possi ^
future appearances in public. Nor must she expet
be told just what degree of greatness she will deteop^
certain conditions being granted and certain sums
money being expended. She must work and wa
And, least of all, must she be led to fancy that a
voice is a sufficient equipment. Many other qua
are only too necessary.”
0f
This is the advice which Lillian Nordica,
America’s few great prima donnas, oilers to the_ m g
tudes of young girls whose ambitions are along t
of her own success.
.
,
“Fancy a mass of beautiful granite,” sai
0 ^
“standing ready to l>c wrought into a wonder u
^
dral. Bat how useless is the mere stone wit o ^)r
intelligence to plan, the skill to accompli8 ,
and the patience and the time! And this '3 pIftCC01I1.
analogous to the case of a good voice without t e
paniment of sound musical training, education i
lines, patience, determination, and humility.

In speaking of the evolution of music in our country
one must pay tribute to the foreign elements which
greatly influenced it In Boston I)r. G. K. Jackson, an
English "Mns. Doc.,” helped matters on, while the

own.

May the time soon come when our wealthy men and

Our common schools are our glory, the safeguard of
our republican institutions.

women shall liberally endow great schools of music, and

In them we make men

we shall have in every city (large and small) of onr

and women, and we never think of substituting private

broad land fully equipped conservatories, where scholar¬

instruction for them.

ships shall provide tuition for the gifted ones who can

debt to the German, Graupner, is incalculable; in
Philadelphia there were good German musicians who
guided the public taste in its incipient stages ; in the

and college classes, match our boys and girls with one

not otherwise have lessons, and the first musicians of

another in generous rivalry, making them self-reliant,

this country shall consecrate their lives to the develop- ^

West, soon

broad, and alert; ready for the serious battle of life.

ment of American musicianship.

after the events above chronicled, the

German influence took the form of the “ Maennerchor ”
and molded musical appreciation. Finally, American
composers arose who did not, like Billings, believe in
being “their own learners,” bnt studied earnestly and
conscientiously abroad, finding no fount of inspiration
in art at home.
It is not so long ago that there was a contemptuous

In each private school, academy,

So strong is this influence that it has given us our
ablest men and women—often from only a commonschool education.

THE AMERICAN HARVEST.

Naturally, our first development has been along the
line of the material, and many business enterprises of
colossal magnitude, which astonish the world, have
been originated and successfully carried out by our

BY GEOBGE LEHMANN.

The American student has long been suffering wit

F.nglish saying which queried, "Who reads an Ameri¬
can book?”
Yet today I-ongfellow, Bret Harte,

public, our country district school-boys.

material prosperity comes, naturally, a seeking for the

ling advantages offered him in his own country d" in e

Lowell, Whitman, Mark Twain, and beets of other

refinements of life, the culture of art and letters, and
all that makes life beautiful and happy.

with his insatiable craving for the pedagogy of Ger

American writers on the most diverse topics find as
enthusiastic a bearing on the transatlantic shore as
upon this side. In a similar manner the present writer

To music, the “ art universal,” we turn at once, and

can remember a time when lieinecke inquired of him

nothing is too good for us.

With our great

We must have all that is

about American mnaic, knowing nothing of the subject,

best.
The greatest artists, the most famous teachers are
sought and welcomed.

when Gade wished to know if there was any earnest
musical study in our country ; and now the works of

Inherently, we are an extremely musical people ;
quick, nervous, sympathetic, and art-loving.

some of even our younger composers are sought for by
Eoropean publishers, and

one can frequently hear

American music in the concert-rooms of Paris, of
london, or of Leipsic.
An especial phase in this development has been the
amount of study in the higher musical branches by
American Indies.

Yonng as America is in its musical

growth, there is probably no country which has such an
array of worthy female composers, and their large pro¬

Bvendsen, Rubinstein, and other eminent European
musicians have expressed their opinion that there wonld
never lie a female composer who would take rank with
the great masters, but they may yet be proven in the
wrong, and the first great female composer that the
world shall possess may come to it because of the won¬
derful evolution of music in America.

many.
the

The sta¬

Afflicted with an intense admiration for Eorope,

fine

possibilities of home-study remain hi

beyond his mental vision.

on

Germany is yet his Mecca,

and his own country is but a Nazareth of gloomy so
despicable proportions.
.
At home the American student bestows on his art 689
time and energy than are required for the lowliest voca

We haveonly begun our musical development. During
the first half of this century many feeble attempts were

tions ; and because his progress is commensnrate wi ^

made to establish schools of music.

what he makes n.o serious effort to comprehend.
In Europe he is engrossed with but one am * ®

Lowell Mason,

with his associates and followers, did great good by
their musical institutes.

his zeal and application, he unthinkingly con em

A few of our gifted boys

His time, his thoughts, his energy and vitality—a

sought the European conservatories for advantages im¬
possible at home, returning with the musical and

absorbed in feverish aspirations ; and he worn er.

general culture of an older civilization and large ideals
and ambition for musical work here.

firmer resolution, and that knowledge and abi i}

portion to their male competitors is one of the most
striking features of American music.

hysteric adulation of foreign institutions.

--
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this new life encourages new thoughts, new hopWi

^

replace old-time incompetence.
The American student soon must realize that ta ^

jie—a poor boy of limited education, but great lovi

well as in Europe, he can work out his own sa va

music-to establish the New England Conservato

art. He must broaden the horizon of his ol)Ser™re]8
He must shake off the spell which withering

Music, in 1853 ; and his unwearied patience, business
broad, sympathetic nature, and strong faith in God
man made him just the man to head such
in musical education.
not be overestimated.

a

pioneer,

The value of his apostleshit
He saw, clearly, the mu

future of this people, and he gave his life-wit

have woven on a past generation.

On that soi ^.]eg

some day, his talents will enrich, his bar es
must be fought and won.

The ground has

and the seed has been sown.
weak, but the strong.

eeo

The harvest is no

The difficulty, he concludes, is not in

into the broader walks of life, into new influences, into
the investigation of new methods, into new fields, with

his attitnde toward music, but in his comprehension of

stronger character, readier and more healthy impression¬

the little human being that stands at his knee and waits,
unprejudiced, to be told to do something. He will

ability, with greater power for accepting and employing

III. As one inherently capable of teaching Mnsic.

realize, after much thought, that to be perfectly honest

superior men and women.

I have placed these subdivisions in what seems to me
to lie the order of their importance.

with himself he must admit that the children of the

The finest musical criticism that has been written

earth do not go abont in tears, craving that knowledge

for ns is now appearing in the daily papers of Boston

of mnsic be given them like gifts from a confectioner’s
shop. He will realize that they should have it becanse

and New York from the pens of men familiar with

the best sense of the generations recommend it.

It is

musical experience, familiar with onr social and political

To him th«
He will learn

conditions, familiar with the force of music in the for¬
mation of National Character. These men are sympathe¬

that he must give the little one delight in labor ;

tic writers because they write ont of a large experienie

thereby stimulating healthy thought.

for a public they know well and of which they are.

because it attracts the best there is in him.

great assistance in making the first steps of mnsic sim¬

This young teacher is subject to the following entde
analysis :

ple to a child.

I. As one possessing Personal Worth.
II. As one inherently capable of Teaching.

I.
AS ONE POSSESSING PERSONAL WORTH.

At theontset he is to realize that he mast contribute
more to his profession than an effort to secure a living.
Every man proceeds by an inspiration. It may be
uncertain, but it is sufficiently strong to constitute a
life-momentum. The young teacher’s inspiration nuist
he the value of his effort regarded as a distinctive con¬
tribution to life.
In the active transaction of his business the yonng
teacher will find that those men and women of signifi¬

an investment of childhood for manhood.
making of the investment is intrusted.

And he will

labor ; thereby waking it to the consciousness of the
strenuous life.

These, let it be noted, are precisely the

powers he gained for himself.

are not receptacles to be filled with anything that
8iOD.

chances to fall, but souls waxing strong for self-expres-

Character-ideal which he pursnes, the sincerity of his
effort, the attitnde he assumes toward life and its activ¬
ities—these greater, becanse more fundamental, qualities
form the basis of tbeir judgment.
I emphasize this because out of it comes the atmos¬
phere of noble manhood and womanhood.

It is the

atmosphere in which Talent thrives ; it is the atmosphere
which stimulates growth. Fortunately, one’s value to
one’s lime and place lies not in the diploma secured nor
in the number of books produced ; rather, it lies in one’s
personal bearing toward the mystery of life during the
best years of one's service. Men's judgment of one
another is rarely the judgment of a single action.

It is

rather the judgment passed on a series of actions ; for
they make direction, and direction points the way.
This, let ns remember, may also be the process of judg¬
ment in a higher tribunal than that of one’s neighbors.

The annual prize essay contest, which closed recently,
has shown that there are many teachers who are aiming
to acquire the power to set forth clearly and in a tlior
onghly practical manner the truths which they acqi''re
in the course of their teaching.

Their first judgment is passed npon
The

PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST.

He will thenceforth con¬

tinue on his way, thankful to have learned that children

cant personality, of strong character, of decisive action,

him in accord with his intrinsic value as a man.

American life and tendencies; cosmopolitan in their

learn to give the little one power from the effort of

of potent influence, with whom he comes in contact in
his formative days, scrutinize him for his musical worth
only secondarily.

all that which makes not necessarily Americans, but

It is one thing to know

a truth, to conceive some new idea ; it is another to p
AS ONE INHERENTLY CAPABLE OF TEACHING MU

This applies his Worth and his Power in a spi
direction.

His Personal Worth, his General Educat

his Musical Talent, his Experience are nowconcentr;
on one form of thought activity—that form in whicl
believes he can give himself the best expression.
It is needless to say that his general education sh<

it into a form of expression that shall convey all * s
potency to others.
An examination of the essays showed an
ment of riches. So many were good, and equally go#"that a choice was possible only on the very slightest

^

ferences. For those that could not be awarded P'‘ZPS
have only praise, not only for the literary workm*^

have been excellent, that his mnsic training sh.

ship, but also for general excellence.

have been cond noted by great teachers. Every one g

award was determined by all this, and, in addition, ^

these as lie can, and few fail to realize that the i
one has in the way of training, the better. Rather
pertinent to speak briefly on his object in teacl
music.

Henry Thorean has said that it is only in

best moments that our thoughts revert to the Gre
Likewise it is only in onr best moments that onr thon
revert to children. They dictate the ways and m
of teaching
They give it dignity, for they dem
everything from it, being helpless.

They ask the i

But the Pr •

the real, practical, and stimulating value of the
We want onr readers who are anxious to win their f” ^
in musical literature to look upon The Etl i,e 8,1 ^
opportunities as a school for writing. We give our ^ ^
sincere thanks to all those who have taken pa
contest, and hope that their interest in The - ^ ^
will remain with ns. Owing to the special uatn ^
this issue, we have deferred the publication
prize essays until next month.

nniversity professors has succeeded in making photo¬
graphs of wnven of sound in air.
A Russian society sends out experts to all parts of
the empire to collect old popular songs. The authori¬
ties are doing much to develop a national school of

A big, barn¬

like concert-room is opposed to the more delicate effects
of which an orchestra is capable.

Mr. Edward Baxter Perry has been decorated
with the cross of Jerusalem by the Prince Gny deLusig-

music.
AN Eisteddfod will be held at New Castle, Pa., July
31st.

that the hall as planned is large enough.

Liberal prizes are offerer! to contesting choral

organizations, the principal one being $500 for mixed
chorus.
A REPORT comes from Paris that Trabadelo, the popu¬

nan, lineal descendant of the great crusader, de Lnsignan.
This gives to Mr. Perry the title of Chevalier of the
Royal Order of Melusine, to which only artists and
literary men of note are admitted.

Mr. Gustav Hinrichs is beginning to reap the re

lar singing teacher, who has had a great many American
pupils, will be in New York during the month of Sep¬
tember.

wards for the yeoman work he did in the interests of

The fund for the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra

ductor for the opera season at the Metropolitan Opera

is growing, and there is reason to l>elieve that the ladies
who have undertaken to raise the necessary amount will
be successful.
A hitherto unknown dnet for Mozart’s “Magic
Flute " has been discovered. The genuineness of the
work is said to be indisputable.
Society will publish it

The Berlin Mozart

House.
tor.

He is still teaching composition at the Koyal Con¬

He has been engaged

He is usually considered an American conduc¬

The directors of the Kansas City Concerts are work¬
ing on a plan to give a series of band concerts at a low
price of admission. Every city should encourage the
giving of a series of popular concerts, both in the win¬
ter and in the summer.

Rheinberoer recently celebrated his sixtieth birth¬
day.

American opera some years ago.

by the Gran Opera Company, of New York, as a con¬

If an orchestra can not be or¬

ganized it may still be possible to get together a good
military band.

Orchestra, 455.1. The term “Philharmonic” was applied to the
pitch adopted by the London Philharmonic Society in 1820. It gate
to 1433 vibrations, two vibrations lower than the modern “ French”
pitch.
2. It is not possible to tell the exact pitch of a fork except by com¬
paring it with other sounds th« pitch of which is known. Mr. Rich¬
ard Zeckwer, Director of the Philadelphia Musical Academy, has a
set of reeds, similar to those in a reed-organ,ranging from middle C
to the ^ctave higher, each just four vibrations higher than the next
lower. Tuning-forks are usually marked, but Mr. Zeckwer saya
that the forks sold in the open market are not absolutely reliable.
8. There Is no standard pitch used in tuning old pianos. The
tuner usually puts them as high as the condition of the instrument
will allow.
4. The publisher of The Etude can furnish several works on
tuning which are considered reliable—Smith’s “ Art of Tuning t *
Pianoforte” and Spillane’s “The Piano,” both $1.00, postage pai
A.F.D.— 1. In the sixteenth century an epidemic of a disease known
as “ tarantism” was at its height in Southern Italy, and was pop *
larly supposed to be curable only by the aid of music, the patients
being made to dance until they dropped down from exhaust on.
The well-known rhythm of the “ tarantella” owes its origin to «
airs used by the traveling musicians who w*»nt through thecoun .
curing those affected by the disease.
.
2. The tradition that an angel was drawn to earth by the c ®rin
the singing of one of the early church saints applies to St. eoi 1 >
who is regarded as the patron saint of sacred music.
Sister M. J.—It is impossible to make on tbe piano an effect sim^
lar to the portamento of the voice or violin. In pianoforte ®u»
is indicated by a short line placed above a note, and deman s a ^
sustaining of each note to its full value. If a staccato dot U“P ^
under the line the notes are also sustained, but disconnect

servatory, Munich. He is recognized as the greatest
of living contrapuntalists.

is to be held in Cincinnati in June, have engaged the

each other.

The present season of the Chicago Orchestra closes

following artists, all of American birth : Mrs. Corinne

M. S. N.—1. The chord you quote is a dominant major ninth« ^
the root D in an inner voice, the tenor; as the ninth of t e c ^
is a ninth higher than the root, it can be used at the same »®

with $5000 less deficit than heretofore.

Although the

price of seats has been raised, the advance sale for next
season is said to be very encouraging.
Max Heinrich is to leave Boston and to locate in
Chicago, where be is to teach in one of the conservato¬
ries.
The Western metropolis is drawing artists and
teachers from all parts.
THE house in which Haydn was born, at Rohran,
Austria, was recently destroyed by fire.

A book of

autographs and the memorial tablet which marked the
old building were the only things that were saved.
Prof. Ritter, of Wiirzburg, Germany, who brought
the viola alto into favor, has published a brochure advo-

The officers of the great national Saengerfest, which

Moore-Lawson, soprano ; Miss Josephine Jacoby, con¬
tralto ; Oscar Ehrgott, bass ; Evan Williams and George
Hamlin, tenors.

Here is a German organization engag¬

ing Amencan singers.

Generally it is the other way :

American festival associations engage German singers.

the root appears in the chord.
..
2. The usual explanation of the use of the term “ sub-nie i
indicate the sixth degree of the scale is that the latter is t ie

t» to
^

of the sub-dominant chord.
J. M. H.—See answer to Sister M. J. above.

old its next annual meeting at South Bend, Jun
to 30th. A fine program of essays and concerts ha
arranged
The meeting is to be a June Musical F
for Northern Indiana. A new auditorinm, built
Studebaker Brothers, the well-known mannfactu
South Bend, will be used for the sessions of the c
Son
$6000 organ.

86848 1600 pe°P'e an(1 contains

C. F. L.—Your question, Why are not the notes the sam^ietw0
bass as in the treble clefs? arises from a wrong viewpoint.
^
staves are merely part of the great staff of eleven lines in w ^
lowest note is G and the highest F; the sixth line is nev
complete, bat used only when needed. It is the one on w 1
^^
C is placed. In reply to your question as to why the °Wire9e0t*<l
G we would say that in the early days of music the pite re
by G, the first line of the bass clef, was the lowest soun ‘ ^
as only lines were used thcG was placed on the first
o!
later that the spaces between the lines were used for t ie p
indicating pitch.

music, as to lienuty, interest, and formative value. As
collections of the most desirable music they are nnex
celled. Advance orders received for one or more copies
to an address at 2.1 cents each.

The “ Ko-d organ Method ” by Charles W. Landou is
the first to give, uotbing but music especially adapted
ami arranged for the reed-organ. It keeps to the fact
that a reed organ is not n pipe-organ and is not a piano ;
that it has a distinct technic of its own, ns markedly so
ns has the pipe-organ or the piano. The selections are,
first of all, beautiful ns fine music, and each serves to
introduce the difficulties of the next, being graded and
arranged upon carefully planned pedagogic principles.
The copious annotations fully explain and make per¬
fectly clear the peculiar technic of the instrument, mi
that piano teachers can, with some study and a little
practice, teach the instrument successfully from this
method. Besides the “ Method,” there are five books of
carefa By selected and annotated studies, from the easiest
grades to difficult concert selections, all being delight
felly tuneful and arranged in rich harmonies, and per¬
fectly adapted to the peculiarities of the instrument.
How to play church hymn tunes on the organ for pianists
who must play the instrument is especially taught, with
how to use the sub trass stop and to make the most
beautiful effects with all of the stops, particular atten
tion being given to this essential feature of the reed-

would thank them if they would mention this journal in
addressing any of the advertisers.

We have a few volumes of some most excellent- works,
which we will dispose of during the month.

We can

not supply copies at these rates after our present stock
is exhausted.
We desire to make a correction of a Publisher's Note
of rather doubtful meaning published in the April issne.
It was with regard to allowing an extra discount on cer¬
tain standard studies.
The original note read as if the extra discount was to he
allowed on the cheap editions, such as Schirmer Library.
Peters, I.itolff, etc. This wasnot the meaning intended.

We

have, first of all,

copies o( the

“Conrse'of Instruction,” by Jacob Schmidt.

Theseaie

instructive volumes which every teacher can use.

The

“ Course ” is in a number of parts ; each part is inde¬
pendent and all about equally valuable. We will send
a copy of these, postpaid, for only 25 cents. These retail
at $1.00.

The entire work has been revised by Karl

Klauser, and has gone through a great many editions.

Tlie discount is to be given on those standard studies in

Then we have an album of “Minuets and Gavottes,

sheet-music form which are also published in the cheap
editions o( Peters, etc. The discount on these cheap

edited by Liszt, Kohler, and others, which we will send

editions remains the same, lmt on the sheet-music form

the most popular of Classics in this line.

for 20 cents, postpaid.

This volume contains eleven ol

edition tlie discount is enlarged. We are preparing a list
designating particularly which studies are included in
this extra discount, which will he sent on application.

The Etude for this month, we hope, will appeal to a

very large number of our constituency.

We should be

pleased indeed to receive comments on this special issue.
Tt is considerable of a departure from onr usual line of
special occasions just at tlie present time,—Decor

work, and was entered upon with all seriousness.

Day, Commencements, etc. We are prepared to fi]
such orders. Our 11 on sale ” plan becomes particu

entire number is made up of original essays, written
especially for this edition.
not been lost sight of.

The

The educational feature has

Should this idea meet with gen

valuable in such cases. Our extensive stock, inclu,
as it d.ies now, that of Win. A. Pond & Co., places

eral favor we will undertake, in some future issue, an

a jiosition to fill such orders much more satisfact

other special edition, along a different line.

than we have ever done before.

We claim that w.

the quickest inail4Mer house in the country ; <
order receives attention the day it is received
We

The Etude for June will he a number of greilt
terest to the readers. The leading feature will he t ®

a large number of efficient clerks, so that we are prer
to meet every demand. If yon have not dealt wit

essays to which prizes were awarded in the contest w >c

above, there are about a hundred pieces of fine sheetmusic, in a great variety of style, especially adapted
to the reed organ.

or if yon have not received our late catalogues, west

organ. The method and the studies sell at one dollar
each, with a liberal discount to teachers. Besides the

A MUSICAL community is the first great necessity for
the. music teacher, and this is secured when a people
really enjoy and know about good music.

Here the musical journal comes in and helps to

inform them.

turn as to onr method and system of dealing witl

these animal contests. New writers are met with «
become permanent additions to the corps of contributor

selKK.Is and teachers throughout the United States
Canada. It will pay vou
„r;te ^ ns

new ideas are advanced, and are taken up by the
erg. We are certain that these essays will he 00”

But mankind

are so made that they can not love wbat they do not
know.

lie pleased to send you a bundle containing full info

Few willingly allow themselves to be

easily left in the rear of the advancing procession of cul¬
ture, and here again the music journal informs the reader

closed April 1st. It is exceedingly gratifying to * *
publishers of The Etude to find so great an iuteiest u*

thoroughly helpful to all our readers and marking ^
Special Offer for May.—For $2.00, cash v
order, we will renew your subscription to The
for one year and send yon a copy, postpaid, o
McArthurs work, entitled “Pianoforte Study e
on Piano Playing."
This work is certainly ;

advance which each successive contest has shown,
other feature will be several articles giving sngge® i*
for the vacation season, and still another, some nr* ‘r
on music in the United States that-.could not he use ^
the present number, owing to lack of space.
11 n
tion to this, we expect to have a sketch of Chaiuin*

Edward Baxter Perry.
Again I am under obligation to you for one of Mr.
Oates' interesting and valuable books, “ In Praise of
Mnsic.” It is certainly a delightful and inspiring col¬
lection for a musician or mnsic student to possess. I
shall call the attention of my pupils to it and recom¬
mend it
Edward Dickinson,
P. ofesaor of Biliary of if uric and Pianoforte, Oberlin College,

I thank you for the little book by Mr. Gates, “In
Praise of Music.” The selections are well made : they
are gathered from a wide field, and will be stimulating
reading for all who love music.
Washington Gladden, D.D.,
Pastor Pint Congregational Church, Columbus, Ohio,

M

RS. ANNIE L. PA LMER'S COMPLETE METHOD
for teaching the rudiments of music in play and
song comprises the Music Fairyland and Musical No¬
tation Chart. As the songs in the Fairy Comedy are
being sung, the children are cutting out musical signs
and notes, or learning the names of notes and their values.
The method is not only instructive, but novel and enter¬
taining, and has been enthusiastically received wherever
prevented. The music of Music Fairyland is composed
by one of our greatest composers, Dr. Robert Goldbeck.
This method is being successfully taught by mail. Mrs.
Palmer will personally conduct normal classes in Chicago
during June and July. For terms and further informa¬
tion address Mrs. Annie L. Palmer, Steinway Hall
Chicago, Ill.

Mr. Gates has made (in his book, “In Praise of
Music ”) the best collection of sayings about music that
OR SALE—PROSPEROUS AND THOROUGHLY
I have seen.
What particularly pleases me is the
well-established Conservatory of Music, paying
general avoidance of empty rhapsody, and the solid the 0 wner $3000.00 per year. Address ‘1 Conservatory, ’ ’
basis upon which the high claims of our art are placed. Etude.
j’
Every page of the book is interesting and suggestive.
Bertrasi C. Henry.
l^OR SALE—WELL-ESTABLISHED CONSERV
Music; ten teaching rooms, large cone*
“In Praise of Music” is the most charming book of 1 n
the kind I have eveT seen.
It contains beautiful hall, pianos and furniture. Price, $5000.00. Selling
account of death. Very good chance. Address 607 !
thoughts beautifully expressed.
Second Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Mrs. Kate J. Roberts.

JTrst Dance Hlbum.
PRICB

F

The March number of “Current Literature” gives up
A GENTLEMAN WITH LONG EXPERIENCE II
a whole page to quotations from Mr. Gates’ book, “ In -TA teaching piano (Mason’s “Touch and Technic”!
Praise of Music.” Some forty selections are given. organ, and harmony, and in drilling choruses and choirs
This is a high tribute to the value of the quotations desires to hear of an opening for the coming season, in
Mr. Gates has made.
H. W. Priesa.
large town or in a Conservatory or School. Unexceptior
j e ^fences as to qualifications and character. Ad
The Etude is a great help to me in teaching, and by
dress W. E. H., care of The Etude
establishing it in the homesof pupils I find rapid strides
made in mnsical thought, as well as in practical im¬
T^OR SALE—TEACHERS’ TECHNICON, V
provement
Evelyn A. Moody.
JL
cheap.
In good condition.
Address ’ 120
I find “ Landon’s Organ Method ” to be very satisfac¬ Franklin Street, Philadelphia.
tory ; the best I ever used.
R. C. Shotliff.
Your magazine, The Etude, is certainly a valuable TT'IXDERGARTEN MUSIC BUILDING ISA
. Pal'tore from all ordinary methods of approac
addition to the literature of any home, to say nothing ,,
of the good class of mnsic it contains. I consider it the pianoforte, or any instrument. It takes the 1
missionary work to persuade as many of my pupils as by the hand and leads him gently by so alluriuE
possible to take it, and hope to send more names soon instructive a path toward the actual technical dri
practice that by the time the little fingers are si
Mrs. W. C. Paisley.
enough to strike the keyboard or hold down the st
The Etude is undoubtedly the best magazine pub
the small beginner is already familiar with the lane
lished for both teachers and students of music.
of the music, his ear trained, his muscles drilled
Hubert H. Parker.
alphabetakeDWl’ "hile notation is 88 simple a:
I am a regular subscriber for yourexcellent magazine
‘Music Building Game,” and other material o
Etude. It is superior to all other periodicals of
“*7 be purchased of Theodore Presser
its kind.
Geo. Phillips.
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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CHfiTS.

—«fo-—
A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds,
nothing of greater difficulty than the second grade.
Carefully selected.

For a collection of very easy music

nothing better can be had.
Printed and bound in onr usual fine and substantial
style.
Published by

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia

THE DUET HOUR
A Collection of Piano Duets.
PRICE $1.00.
The compositions contained in this work are all
of a good standard and of a moderate degree of diffi¬
culty.

Every one is melodious, and the work will

surely please.

No better collection of four-hand

pieces has ever before been published.

a

Subject to

liberal professional ^discount.

THEODORE PRESSER,
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa-

